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All My Patients Have Tales

Feline Frenzy

Mrs. Perkins was methodically explaining the symptoms that her new cat, Henry, wa
experiencing. Although she hadn’t had him long enough to know him well, she said it was obvious h
wasn’t feeling up to par. Mrs. Perkins was a vibrant blonde in her early thirties, with the typic
Norwegian Dakota accent. Her husband traveled a lot for his job, and she was elated to have a fuzz
new companion.
She looked me up and down skeptically, clearly evaluating the new guy on the block. I had been ou
of veterinary school for only a few months. I’m sure it was more apparent than I would have wanted
admit that I was still a little nervous about every case that walked through the door, afraid that I migh
not be able to handle the situation or that I might misdiagnose the ailment of a beloved pet.
“I just picked him up from the Humane Society two days ago and he was fine then, don’tcha know
Mrs. Perkins began. “Then last night, he began to howl when he went to use the litter box. It was th
most horrible noise I have ever heard a kitty make. You’ve just got to help him.”
Even though I was a novice, I had a pretty good idea what was afflicting the recently adopted felin
“Do you know why he ended up at the Humane Society, Mrs. Perkins?”
She pondered for a moment before responding. “You betcha, I remember now—they said he wa
urinating on the owners’ carpet the last couple weeks.”
These were the classic signs of a urinary infection, and the howling indicated that a bladder ston
was now blocking Henry’s urethra, making it nearly impossible for him to empty his bladder. I woul
need to palpate the bladder to see how full it was and take an X ray to determine the exact location o
the blockage. Henry was still in the blue plastic carrier that Mrs. Perkins brought him in. I set it on th
Formica exam table between us.
I opened the metal-grate door and began to ease my hand in to get hold of the patient. My hand wa
almost to the cat’s head when his new owner remembered an important piece of information. “O
Doctor, I almost forgot—Henry is practically feral. You can’t pet him or pick him up. I had to coa
him into the carrier with food and slam the door.” This was definitely information I could have use
earlier! Now I stood frozen, with my arm elbow-deep in the cage of an uncivil feline. On instinct, m
hand began to pull back, but it was too late. A sharp pain shot up my arm, and the familiar sensation o
warm blood washed over my palm. Henry had sunk his teeth into my index finger.
A white furry tornado then spun out the door of the carrier, tearing at my forearm as it made a
escape. Henry hit the floor at a dead run and slid on the linoleum tile as he rounded the corne
disappearing through the doorway of the exam room. Still in shock from my own injuries, I bent ove
holding my damaged limb against my abdomen, and held back words that would be unacceptable
rural South Dakota. Mrs. Perkins began to tear up. “Oh, Henry! Please don’t let him get hurt or escap
outdoors,” she pleaded. “He’s so fragile.”
This statement brought me back to my senses and I began to imagine how upset Mrs. Perkins wou
be if Henry did manage to make it outside or got hurt trying. I took off after the frightened felin

temporarily forgetting my shredded hand.
Henry had made it into the reception area and immediately started climbing the curtain
Determined to bolt, he seemed to have reached a maximum level of hysteria, spewing excreme
randomly as he scurried from drape to drape. The question I frantically pondered was how to get ho
of the frightened cat without exciting him even more or losing a limb in the process. While I stood
the middle of the room, wondering why this situation had never been described to me in veterinar
school, he made a full circle by using the curtain rods as a trapeze set, then disappeared into the ne
room.
Mrs. Perkins yelped as Henry streaked by her in the hallway and made for the laboratory, the on
room with the most potential for damage by an overstimulated kitty. Following the trail of ranci
diarrhea and wondering how the intestinal tract of just one ten-pound cat could possibly produce s
much, I followed him into the lab. By this point, I felt sure that Henry was displaying some as-ye
undiscovered biologic mechanism that generated an infinite amount of fecal material, because it no
blanketed the once-pristine countertops and sterile instruments in the room. The only good news wa
that he had decided to take a hiatus behind the autoclave and was now peering out at me from behin
it. His pupils were wide open with fear, and the backs of his eyes reflected the fluorescent lightin
giving them a greenish yellow glow. He sat still as a statue, like young deer or rabbits whe
approached in the deep grass, seeming to believe, If I don’t move, the human won’t see me.
Now I had to decide how I could get hold of Henry without making the room even more of
disaster zone. For lack of a more brilliant plan, I turned to the basics. “Kitty, kitty, kitty,” I called
trying to sound as loving as possible under the circumstances. It didn’t work. These words on
seemed to alert the frozen feline that I could actually see him, jolting him back into action across th
countertop. “Oh, no, not those!” I hollered, but it was too late. The thirty-plus blood tubes that we ha
worked so hard to get from the unwilling two-hundred-pound pigs the previous afternoon crashed
the floor with just a little shove from Henry. It had taken hours to extract the blood for viral testin
My inexperience, combined with the determination of the hefty swine, had provided a year’s worth o
entertainment for the farmer and his neighbors. Now I would have to call him, explain the situatio
and endure the ridicule of another trip to the farm. I could already picture the scene: Even more loca
would be invited this time. Chairs would probably be set up and maybe even tickets sold. But first,
still had to retrieve this cat.
I decided then that I had had enough. Henry made for the door to exit the lab, but I stood m
ground. This time, he hesitated, giving me that crucial split second. I dived and scooped him u
keeping his glistening white teeth at bay. He wiggled and clawed at me, making his way up m
shoulder. Then he abruptly stopped moving and appeared to relax. He was hanging by one paw from
my earlobe. The razor-sharp claws had punctured the fleshy portion of my ear deeply enough
support his weight. I don’t know if he had finally given up from exhaustion or had just decided
claim victory, but it seemed that someone had turned off his switch.
When Mrs. Perkins found us, her reaction was not what I might have wished. Instead of sayin
“I’m so sorry. Are you okay, Doctor?” she said, “Oh, you haven’t injured my Henry, have you?”
With the feline still attached to my ear, blood running down my neck, and Mrs. Perkins scolding m
about proper pet restraint, I began to reflect on what exactly had brought me to this point. Eight yea
of strenuous college curriculum, national board exams, and a huge student-loan debt all added up
this glamorous title of veterinarian, which I had coveted for most of my life.
I wondered what my friends from college were doing now. Probably sitting in plush offices, makin
big bucks, and working with clients who didn’t regularly bite them, I guessed. Yet I really do enjo
this sometimes crazy career choice of mine, and I can’t imagine not having chosen it, even though I’
not always appreciated by owner or patient.

Removing Henry from my ear, I carried him back into the exam room, where the whole fiasco ha
begun. Once he was on the table, he continued to appear relaxed and fairly normal. Mrs. Perkins he
on to him while I slipped a sedative into his rear leg. I don’t know if he felt better or was just out o
fight, but he put up with me. The sedative took over in a few minutes, allowing me to pass a urinar
catheter to relieve any blockage. He went home with antibiotics and a change of diet to help preve
any recurrence.
So why did I decide to become a veterinarian? It isn’t an easy path; it requires years of hard wor
just to get that D.V.M. degree and the diploma to hang on a wall, followed by long hours for moderat
compensation once you’ve got a wall to hang it on. To explain myself, I think I’d better start from th
beginning.

How You Get There

At least once a week, I am presented with a young boy or girl who wishes to become
veterinarian. These kids’ parents are often standing proudly behind them, faces beaming. These futur
vets always have a great love for animals and a deep sense of dedication. But I have to choke back th
urge to awaken them to the long, arduous training and all-nighters that lie ahead of them before the
will actually be able to heal an animal. Usually, I just summon a smile and pat them on the hea
wishing them the best of luck. I always visualize a little of myself in these eager faces, which remind
me of why I longed to become a veterinarian and what got me through those eight years of college.
To understand what led me down this wild road, we have to flash back to my childhood. I grew u
in a small farming community in southeastern Iowa. On the edge of the Bible Belt, it was not a b
tourist destination, but it sure was a great place to be a kid. It’s still the kind of place where mo
everyone knows everybody else and people really do take care of one another. Retail shops surrounde
a picturesque town square with a bandstand in the center. Weekly instrumental concerts filled steam
summer evenings, and townspeople enjoyed the music from the comfort of strategically placed law
chairs. It was a town that might have inspired Norman Rockwell, and it hasn’t changed all that muc
in the last forty years.
We lived on a small “hobby farm” just outside of town, where I kept almost every type of pet at on
time or another. Cats, dogs, horses, cows, sheep, and even pigs sometimes ended up on our litt
acreage. Active in the local 4-H club, my sisters and I proudly showed off our menagerie at the count
and state fairs in late summer. Fortunately, my father made a living teaching agriculture at the hig
school, so we didn’t have to count on our animals for income like the real farmers.
My favorites in our collection were a Saint Bernard named Heidi and a white Welsh pony name
Midge. Heidi and I logged many hours of roughhousing, which usually ended in her pinning m
shoulders onto the lush lawn with her front paws, then bathing me in saliva with her immense tongu
This was before canine oral care had gained popularity, a fact that sent me straight for the showe
before sitting down for dinner.
Midge spent most days grazing in belly-deep grass pastures, but she always rose to the occasio
when she was asked. She could be ridden without a saddle or bridle. You could just jump on her bac
and take off for a ride across the property, no tack required. Midge was also a big draw on grade
school field trips. Our class would fill up a school bus and head for the petting zoo we called hom
Everyone got a ride on Midge, and she was more than happy to oblige. Kids would fall off and eve
end up underneath her, but she would just stop and wait for them to get back on. These days, of cours
insurance companies would never allow such activities for schoolkids.
Growing up around all these animals made it easy for me to answer the age-old question of “Wh
do you want to be when you grow up?” with “A veterinarian, of course.” Conveniently, the loca
veterinary clinic was less than a quarter of a mile from our house. I got a job cleaning kennels at th
clinic after school and spent available weekends riding along on farm calls. Soon I was hooked, an

there seemed to be no other logical career path.
I’m sure my teachers felt there was no way that I would ever be able to make the grades required
get into veterinary school, but sometimes being told you can’t do something makes you even mo
determined to accomplish it. When it came time to graduate from high school and head for college,
was filled with anticipation. I arrived at Iowa State University determined that, with a little hard wor
I could make the cut, but I was in for a big surprise. Reality hit when I opened the new campus phon
book soon after I arrived and was completely taken aback by what I saw.
It seemed that almost every other freshman in the university phone book was a prevet student, to
There must have been four thousand of them, and Iowa State’s veterinary college accepted only abou
eighty in-state students every year. My heart fell as I turned the pages and began to wonder what m
second choice for a career might be. After a couple hours of couch time spent staring blankly at th
television in utter dejection, I mustered the energy to crawl into bed. With the covers pulled over m
face, I came to the realization that I had already purchased all the books for my classes, and I’d spe
years telling everyone that I wanted to be a veterinarian. So for now, I decided, I at least had to give
a try.
The first couple of years involved lots of chemistry, physics, and many other assorted “weed-ou
classes. Many of my fellow students had what seemed to me a truly amazing ability to act like the
had everything under control. These people did such a great job of putting on a front that I was certa
I was the only one who was struggling, even when using every available minute to study.
Once, after a big physics test during my sophomore year, I noticed a girl standing at the bulleti
board, pondering the test scores. I had been looking for an excuse to talk to her for over a year an
now took this opportunity to do so. She was very attractive and exuded confidence, making it ext
hard to initiate a conversation. “Tough exam. How did you do?” I managed to say while safely starin
at the computerized spreadsheet taped to the wall.
There was an uncomfortable silence. I began to assume she had no interest in talking to me, whe
she breathed a deep sigh and turned toward me. Her eyes were misty, and tears began to spill down he
face. In a matter-of-fact tone, she declared, “Well, that’s it for me. I’ve gotten D’s on all the exams i
this class, and my grade point average can’t take it. No veterinary school for me.” I was shocked. Sh
had always appeared to be a confident shoo-in, but all was not as it appeared. Concluding that th
probably wasn’t the best time to ask her out, I walked away, and I never saw her again.
Toward the end of junior year, it was finally time to send in my application for veterinary schoo
This meant taking the Medical College Admittance Test, the same exam taken by medical schoo
hopefuls. It was one of those exams that actually shorten your lifespan—at least I think it did min
for the next two days proved to be the longest of my life. Put a few hundred extremely nervou
preprofessional students in one lecture hall and you can practically smell the tension. I felt nauseate
for most of the forty-eight hours, especially when I realized there were entire pages of questions abo
which I was completely clueless. This accounted for areas on my answer sheet where the filled-in do
formed an assortment of geometric patterns that I’m fairly sure had nothing to do with the corre
answers.
A few months later, the letter from the Iowa State College of Veterinary Medicine appeared in m
mail slot. I stood staring at it, wondering if not knowing was better than knowing and bein
disappointed. Realizing that someday it would have to be opened, I tore into the envelope. “This lett
is to inform you that you have . . . not been accepted for next year’s freshman class.”
I wanted to put it back in the mailbox and ignore the fact that I knew. But it was too late—the gen
was out of the bottle, and now I had the terrible task of telling my parents and friends. Everyone els
took it better than I did, and even though I wanted to run away and become a ski bum, I decided
give it another try.

I learned later that without a bachelor’s degree, getting accepted on the first try was almo
impossible for anyone. In fact, several applicants already had master’s degrees. A year later, afte
completing my degree in animal science, the envelope contained a much better answer. It was a day o
celebration, and I remained blissfully ignorant of what lay ahead the following fall.
Four years of undergraduate work, during which I was constantly stressed about keeping a high
enough grade point average to be accepted, culminated in my finally arriving at that mythical first da
of veterinary school. I sat in the last and top row of the stark freshman lecture hall. The chairs we
early-modern plastic, attached to imitation wooden desks barely large enough to hold a piece o
notebook paper. The dean was explaining the rules and regulations of the school while the front-ro
crowd frantically took notes. They were at it already, the same students who had raised the curve i
my prevet classes back on the main campus. Which of the dean’s general remarks could possibly nee
to be written down? I wondered. These front-row students were working hard to impress the “rig
people” early on. As it turned out, these attitudes and seating arrangements would remain the same fo
the next four years.
The veterinary school was well over a mile from the heart of the university. The building wa
immense and partly below ground, which is where freshmen were kept for most of their first year.
was constructed of concrete blocks, with just enough windows to remind us what sunlight was lik
The stark white walls were interrupted periodically by orange metal doorways and bad seventies ar
The school was completely self-contained, everything under one flat roof.
Most of the time, it seemed, we were completely isolated from the rest of the world. In some way
it was a lot like high school: This school, too, was equipped with locker rooms, and we had our ow
intramural teams. We would be with these same 120 people for almost half a decade, and some woul
become lifelong friends. We took all of our classes in the same building, studied there, an
occasionally slept there. I think we sometimes forgot we were allowed to leave.
The first day of class in any anatomy lab always brings with it the concern of how one will react
the cadavers. I was fortunate enough to have grown up around life and death in our little farmin
community, but some of my classmates were not so blessed. A few of the most affected bolted for th
rest room, while the rest of us spent most of that first lab class suppressing our gag reflex, trying
maintain an image of coolness in front of our new cohorts and competitors. After a few week
dissection became more routine, and we settled into our new adventure.
Freshman year provided us with a continual flow of extremely helpful and devoted professors. Eac
of them seemed to feel that his particular subject was the one we couldn’t live without, no matter ho
impractical it might be in the real world of veterinary practice. I can still remember the names of
multitude of exotic diseases found only in the most remote areas of Africa.
That inaugural year ended in a flurry of final exams, which pushed each one of us to the limits o
his or her mental and physical capacity. I opted to put off studying for my last exam, which happene
to be in histology, to concentrate on the other subjects first. Unfortunately, this left me looking at a
all-nighter.
The histology final was two hours long, the time spent mostly staring into a microscope. Abou
halfway through, every student’s worst nightmare happened to me: I actually fell asleep during th
test. My eyeballs pressed against the optics of the microscope. I still have no idea how much tim
passed during my nap, but when I awoke, a feeling of panic swept over me. Searching the room for
clock through my groggy daze, all I could see were my fellow students busily analyzing the gla
slides that had been specifically prepared for the exam. I scrambled to finish evaluating the cells th
we had spent the last year fretting over, barely finishing when the professor called time. The litt
siesta cost me the grade I had hoped for, but at least I hadn’t missed the whole thing.
It’s been many years since that awful experience, but up until the last couple of years, I would sti

occasionally wake up in a cold sweat, sure that I had missed my finals altogether or forgotten to go
a specific class for an entire semester. I think of it as my own personal version of post-traumatic stre
syndrome.
Our sophomore year was probably the toughest scholastically, but having one year under our bel
made it a little easier to adjust. We had also gotten to know one another well enough to know who ou
friends were and who might be out for themselves only. Classes like pharmacology, microbiology, an
virology dominated the scene. You know it’s a tough year when crying is a regular occurrence afte
reading the posted test scores. But we held on, wading through it with the knowledge that junior ye
would bring more practicality and hands-on experience.
The third year did bring more practicality. We even got to work with animals in some of ou
classes, such as reproduction lab. Pregnancy diagnosis is an important part of almost ever
veterinarian’s career in both small- and large-animal practice, so this was an important introductio
Unfortunately, with large animals, pregnancy diagnosis always involves a long latex glove. We wer
dressed in our brand-new white coveralls with smart veterinary emblems sewn on the right-hand che
region. A potentially pregnant cow was placed in front of each student and, one by one, we made ou
determinations.
The girl beside me was particularly nervous about this task, as she had not been around cattle befo
that day. She whispered in my ear right before her turn came. “I only want to work on cats and dogs.
really don’t care to do this.” Eventually, her turn came to give it a try. An extremely large holstei
cow was led in front of her while she put on a large latex glove and lubed up her arm. She placed
inside the cow as far as she could. As luck would have it, the patient had spent the last couple of week
on a particularly lush Iowa pasture and was anything but constipated. By this time, my fellow stude
had her shoulder actually inside the cow, making the beast a little agitated. Finally, the immens
bovine arched her back and directed all the abdominal pressure she could muster to force the student
arm out of her for good.
But my comrade was more determined than one might think, not easily yielding to the cow
wishes. Her arm must have been positioned at just the perfect angle, because an explosive stream o
pungent green liquid stool found its target on my classmate’s face. She was temporarily transforme
into the Creature from the Black Lagoon. We all felt very sorry for her, but she was able to laug
about it after a couple of weeks of utter humiliation.
Our senior year was split between the clinics at the school and working in actual veterinar
practices. We came and went from the school to the “real world” and back again. During our time a
the school, we saw patients before our professors did, trying to make the correct diagnoses while sti
under experienced supervision.
As school began to wind down, we all started to think of leaving what was still at least a somewh
sheltered academic world. Most of us had put in at least eight tough years preparing for practice, b
now that we were almost ready, it seemed like a scary prospect. Would we be successful, or would w
fail miserably? How could we possibly remember all the information that had been thrown at us ov
the years? One by one, my fellow classmates started accepting jobs all around the country. We share
many sad good-byes, knowing that most of us would never cross paths again.
This time was hard for me and also made me nervous, inciting a desperate interviewing blitz.
looked at jobs from California to Maine but couldn’t quite find the right fit. I had imagined myse
leaving the Midwest, yet when a very intriguing offer came in from eastern South Dakota, I couldn
pass it up. The location didn’t sound very glamorous, but I really liked the veterinarian who owned th
practice, and the facilities were first-rate.
I decided to accept the position and packed up my red 1973 Mercury Marquis with all m
belongings. I had no idea what I was in for.

Baptism: Reality Strikes Back

I arrived at the clinic the next morning to start the first day of work, meet the staff, an
begin to learn the ropes. Pulling into the driveway at 7:45 in an attempt to make a good impression,
saw that the main structure was a split-level, with offices in the lower level and living quarters on th
upper floor. Directly to the west of the converted house, about thirty feet away, sat a fifty-foot-squar
one-story barn with stalls for keeping sick horses and a surgery area that included a hydraul
operating table for large animals.
I found the facility still fairly quiet, with the steamy haze of a midwestern morning just starting
blow off. My new employer said a quick hello as he passed, heading out to a full morning of far
calls, leaving me awkwardly trying to find something to do. I walked into the main building and gav
myself a tour. The waiting room and reception area lay straight ahead, and the lab was to the righ
The small-animal surgery room, exam room, and doctors’ office were to the left. The entire floor
each area was covered with the same yellow linoleum, badly scuffed from heavy boot traffic. Th
familiar smell of B vitamins filled the place; every veterinary clinic I’ve been in has smelled exact
the same way. Moving into the office area, I took a seat at what would be my desk. It had recentl
been cleaned out and was now completely barren, like a clean slate.
The outside door swung open just as I was contemplating what I might use to start filling up m
inherited space. Through the door walked a woman who was about twenty-six years old. She had
medium build, was five five, and had shoulder length thick dark hair. She wore a light blue lab coa
gray overalls, and sturdy brown leather work boots—not worthy of the cover of Vogue but a goo
practical outfit for veterinary practice. I stood up to introduce myself, and she began to look me ove
Her eyes narrowed and her nose wrinkled. She was sizing me up, and I wondered how I was going
make out.
“Nice to meet you. I’m Jeff,” I said, sticking out my hand.
She grasped it firmly, asserting her authority. “You must be the new guy,” she replied with wha
seemed a tinge of disappointment in her voice. “I’m Jenny, your technician, and we’ll be spending
lot of time together.” What I was sure she was really thinking was, Oh, boy, now I have to train th
guy. She dropped my hand and spoke again “You won’t actually be treating anything for the firs
month; you’ll be working with the veterinarian whom you’ll be replacing.”
Ugh, a direct kick to the groin, leaving me with a pit in my stomach and no air left in my lungs. Sh
was good—well versed in putting young veterinarians in their place! Did she not understand the yea
I had spent preparing for this day? The sacrifices I had made? All-nighters at the vet school, runnin
IV fluids into vomiting dogs, and sucking down caffeine while the professors slept peacefully in the
beds? She didn’t seem to have any appreciation for the hundreds of tests I had taken or the hours o
preparation they required.
Yet, after I got my wind back, I realized that it would probably be a good idea to get some on-the
job training. Besides, I could learn my way around the practice and get to know the clients. So I gav
Jenny an accepting nod, and she took off to start her morning routine. This would not really be m
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